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mudslides, lightning, windstorms, hail, 
fire, and smoke, unless an alternate de-
sign or facility for modern tele-
communications is more economically 
or technically feasible. Economic and 
technical feasibility will be determined 
using total long range economic costs 
and risk analysis. 

(d) Generally, RUS will not make a 
loan to another entity to provide the 
same telecommunications service in an 
area served by an incumbent RUS tele-
communications borrower providing 
such service. RUS may, however, con-
sider an application for a loan to pro-
vide the same type of service being pro-
vided by an incumbent RUS borrower if 
the Administrator determines that the 
incumbent borrower is unable to meet 
its obligations to the government, in-
cluding the obligation to provide serv-
ice set forth in its loan documents and 
to repay its loans. 

(e) If an unadvanced loan, or portion 
thereof, is rescinded, a new loan shall 
not be made for the same purposes as 
in the rescinded loan, except as pro-
vided in § 1735.47. 

[54 FR 13351, Apr. 3, 1989. Redesignated at 55 
FR 39395, Sept. 27, 1990, and amended at 58 
FR 66253, Dec. 20, 1993; 62 FR 46870, Sept. 5, 
1997; 65 FR 42619, July 11, 2000] 

§ 1735.18 Additional equity. 

If determined by the Administrator 
to be necessary for loan security, a bor-
rower applying for an initial loan shall 
increase its net worth as a percentage 
of assets to the highest level recorded, 
not to exceed 40 percent, at the end of 
any calendar quarter in the period be-
ginning 2 years prior to the receipt by 
RUS of the borrower’s loan application 
form (RUS Form 490). This restoration 
to the higher level of net worth shall 
take place before RUS will determine 
the feasibility of the proposed loan. 

§ 1735.19 Mergers and consolidations. 

RUS does not make loans for the sole 
purpose of merging or consolidating 
telephone organizations. After a merg-
er or consolidation, RUS will consider 
making loans to the telephone system 
to finance the improvement or exten-
sion of telephone service in rural areas. 
See RUS Bulletins 320–4, 321–2, 325–1, 
and 326–1. 

§ 1735.20 Acquisitions. 

(a) RUS finances the acquisition by a 
borrower of another system, lines, or 
facilities only when the acquisition is 
necessary and incidental to furnishing 
or improving rural telephone service. 
See 7 CFR 1735.13. 

(b) RUS determines the amount it 
will lend for each acquisition. If the ac-
quisition price exceeds this amount, 
the borrower shall provide the remain-
der. 

(c) For additional policies on acquisi-
tions, see subpart F through J of this 
part. 

[54 FR 13351, Apr. 3, 1989. Redesignated at 55 
FR 39395, Sept. 27, 1990, and amended at 58 
FR 66253, Dec. 20, 1993] 

§ 1735.21 Refinancing loans. 

(a) Hardship loans and guaranteed 
loans may include funds to refinance 
outstanding indebtedness of corpora-
tions furnishing telephone service 
when such refinancing is necessary and 
incidental to furnishing or improving 
telephone service in rural areas. Refi-
nancing may not constitute more than 
40 percent of the loan. 

(b) Loans for refinancing are not 
made solely to enable borrowers to ob-
tain a lower interest rate or a longer 
amortization period. RUS requires bor-
rowers, to the greatest extent possible, 
to liquidate outstanding indebtedness 
through the use of nonloan funds. 

(c) If deemed necessary by RUS to 
provide itself with adequate security, 
RUS will consider loans for refinancing 
outstanding indebtedness secured by a 
lien on property offered as security for 
the loan, if the property covered by the 
lien is integral to the operation of the 
system. 

(d) RUS will consider loans for refi-
nancing when the borrower would oth-
erwise be unable to meet payments on 
both the outstanding indebtedness and 
the loan as they become due. 

(e) RUS may consider loans for refi-
nancing in other situations. 

[54 FR 13351, Apr. 3, 1989. Redesignated at 55 
FR 39395, Sept. 27, 1990, and amended at 58 
FR 66254, Dec. 20, 1993] 
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